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GPD CUBA - SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The GLASS PERFORMANCE DAYS (GPD) is an independent forum dedicated to the development of the global glass industry through education. This is done by
holding conferences in different countries. Currently the conferences take place bi-annually in Finland (where GPD also holds workshops and a glass exhibition),
India and Brazil every two years and in China every year. In 2016, the new GPD CUBA will be held during the event CUBA GLASS.
The success factors of the Glass Performance Days are obvious. When experts get together to talk business at a focused event, ideas are born, shared and debated. They are also discussed by very knowledgeable people with practical experience and high level vision; as a result they become real industry applications
much more quickly than would otherwise occur. With today’s rapid pace of change this has created distinct competitive advantages for those who take part.
CUBA GLASS is supported by the leading magazines and website for the glass sector:

Bi-monthly dedicated to the flat glass industry

Bi-monthly dedicated to the hollow and special glass

Worldwide website for the glass industry

COMPANY DATA
Company Name:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Post Code:_________________City:_____________________________________ State:__________________ Country:___________________________________
Tel.:____________________________________________________________________ Fax:_______________________________________________________
E-mail:__________________________________________________________________ Web Site:___________________________________________________
VAT Number:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tax Code:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Conference lecture with simultaneous translation from English to Spanish and viceversa
 PLATINUM LEVEL SPEAKER

Exhibitors = € 2,200.00

Includes: 30 min. presentation in the GPD Conference, 50 guest invitations, company logo in a primary position on all communications regarding the
conference, company profile and abstract of the speech in the Official Catalogue (GPD CUBA section), article in Glass Technology International and/or
Glass Machinery Plants&Accessories magazines, abstract of the speech and speaker’s profile on Glassonline.com.

Non exhibitors = € 3,000.00

 GOLD LEVEL SPEAKER

Exhibitors = € 1,500.00

Includes: 30 min. presentation in the GPD Conference, 25 guest invitations, company logo in a primary position on all communications regarding the
conference, company profile and abstract of the speech in the Official Catalogue (GPD CUBA section), article in Glass Technology International and/or
Glass Machinery Plants&Accessories magazines, abstract of the speech and speaker’s profile on Glassonline.com.

Non exhibitors = € 2,000.00

 SILVER LEVEL SPEAKER

Exhibitors only = € 800.00

Includes: 20 min. presentation in the GPD Conference, 10 guest invitations, company profile in the Official Catalogue, abstract of the speech in the Official
Catalogue (GPD CUBA section)

 COFFEE BREAK SPONSOR

€ 2,000.00

Includes: Coffee break sponsorship, 30 min. presentation in the GPD Conference, 15 guest invitations, company logo in a primary position on all communications
regarding the conference, company profile and abstract of the speech in the Official Catalogue (GPD CUBA section), article in Glass Technology International and/
or Glass Machinery Plants&Accessories magazines, abstract of the speech and speaker’s profile on Glassonline.com.
Application to be approved by GPD organizing committee, which will examine the topic and the abstract of the Company presentation. An official confirmation will be sent to the company

METHOD OF PAYMENT

TOTAL

BANK TRANSFER: copy of the bank transfer, authorized and stamped by the bank, in favour of A151 S.r.l.
BANCA INTESA SAN PAOLO, Branch 353 - Corso Sempione, 65/A - 20149 MILANO (MI) Italy
IBAN: IT 43 N 0306901603100000067167 - SWIFT/BIC CODE: BCITITMM
Company address: A151 srl - Via Carlo Farini, 34 - 43121 Parma (PR) - Italy • Vat Number: 02769870342

€ ..............................

CLICK HERE TO ADD VAT

(FOR ITALIAN COMPANIES ONLY)

VAT 22%

€ ..............................

TOT+VAT

€ ..............................

COMPLETE, STAMP, SIGN AND SEND BY E-MAIL TO EVENTS@GLASSONLINE.COM OR BY FAX TO +39 02 66305510

Authorized Signatory - Name and Surname

Place and date

Company stamp

Signature of the above

